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BACKGROUND

Ever since I was exposed to the wonderful world of marketing 

during college days, I have had an undying passion for it. With a 

never-ending curiosity as a technophile, I am highly proactive 

and more action based. I get a kick out of being a cyber-sleuth 

& have a creative approach to know how the internet ticks. 

I have a total experience of over 9 years in integrated marketing 

campaigns with specialization in digital marketing & BTL 

activations for commercial, affordable, mid-segment and luxury 

products in the real estate sector. 

My experience of building and leading campaigns has 

contributed towards my applied understanding of all marketing 

channels.
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MY APPROACH

• Understand the business goal and the marketing & sales objectives

• Gauge and define goals, TG, scope, budgets and limitations

• Question what prompts people to action

• Develop a custom integrated marketing strategy

• Launch and optimize campaign in real-time for improved ROI

• Adapt creative messaging for TG on the go

• Experiment to test theories and hypothesis

• Track – measure – learn – repeat

• Have fun while I’m at it



Research 50%

Ideation 25%

Execution 
20%

Eccentricity 
5%

MY 

CREATIVE 

PROCESS
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OF MY 

HATS

Communicator

Transformer

Media Strategist

‘0’ Budget Marketer

Brand Tribe Shaman

Intelligence Officer

Mad Scientist

Systems Ecologist Delivery Gal



COMMUNICATOR

• Developing buzzy content for Trust, Brand Awareness, Lead Generation & SEO

• I also enlist my way into communication greatness to get employees ‘on brand’

– Employee benefit programs

– Brand and product gamification for better employee engagement

– Sharing the glory of achievements

– Improving social media engagement of employees with brand profiles

Human Buy
Build Trust. 

Start 
Relationship.

Human 
Want More

Human Like. 
Human 

Remember

Human 
Click

Make 
Content



TRANSFORMER

• Focusing on the brand’s digital footprint by mapping and increasing digital presence.

– Outcome: Cost of acquisition has gone down by approximately 40% over 3 years

• Improving Brand’s digital image by ‘being there’ for the increasingly tech savvy TG.

– Outcome: Brand is now among the top 3 shortlisted options before customer closes



MEDIA STRATEGIST

“ Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. 

Tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat” – Sun Tzu

Well, it’s true.  The two are more commonly confused. Here’s my approach:

• Collect and analyse historic data from campaigns, activities, sales & competitors.

• Know the business (& sales) goal and define the marketing objectives.

• Define the budget and assign to production & media basis the data reveal.

• Define content and creative expectations.

• Have a robust tracking & measuring system in place. 

• Launch campaign, track & monitor data.

• Improve content & medias on-the-go.



BRAND TRIBE SHAMAN

Every brand needs to find a tribe with the right vibe.  And that’s where I come in.

I am on the constant look out for communities where the brand can fit in and provide value, guide and 
contribute. Both online and offline. I have always believed that building and guiding a tribe is a long 
term strategy and not a short term solution.

Few of my successful endeavours: 

• ‘Happy Streets, Thane’ and the ‘Thane and Me’ community

• Brand exposure & engagement with over 90K users through World Parents’ Day

• ‘Afternoon Tea’ to experience a regular routine in a new home

• Leveraging groups on WhatsApp & Facebook to publish relevant content 

and engage with people

• Festival carnivals to bring together people to celebrate & experience properties

• Engaging buyer communities through various offline activities and online channels



‘0’ BUDGET MARKETER

Marketing cannot stop at the ‘Zero Budget’ mark.  After all ‘0’ is just a number.

So here’s what I do when there are no budget sanctions or live campaigns:

• Increase organic reach by constantly optimizing website content, SEO, SMO & CRO.

• Optimizing business listings

• Reviving existing databases and churning them for results

• Referral & reward programs

• Engaging through a blog that improved community engagement by ~150% between 2 quarters



SYSTEMS ECOLOGIST

No doubt the marketing funnel works. But what works better is an ecosystem where the customer is 
central to the marketing & sales processes.

I constantly map and service the sales & marketing ecosystem to contribute to its health, growth and 
balance. Yes, it’s a constant job because the ecosystem is made by and of people.  After all, people are a 
product of their environment. 

• Building business intelligence systems aimed at measuring ROI with minimal human efforts

• Standardize & improve reporting formats for timely and efficient delivery of data that matters

• Spearheaded Salesforce integration

• Building & maintaining a record of learnings & deriving insights for activities, campaigns, competitors 
and anything that can help serve the customer better

• Establishing & adapting SOPs

• Maintenance & nurturing several databases

Its’s about managing change and improving processes



MAD SCIENTIST

Everyone needs a laboratory. Amazing things come from experimentation. Plus, one needs to 
have ‘Eureka’ moments.

A part of the budget is always kept for running pilots & experiments with new media, markets, 
theories & hypothesis.

Not all work. But the successes make us pioneers.

Some successes:

• Successfully tested advertising on an app that gives schedules of public transport. We were 
among the first in the industry to go big on it and get amazing ROIs.

• Experimented with a hyperlocal campaign. Sweet success with over 50% over       
achievements of targets.

• Successfully tried out an innovation on a billboard that mimicked a GIF.



INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Agent Preeti reporting for duty.

We are in a battle for customers’ attention. Hence, constant monitoring and 

analysis of their activities is of utmost importance.

Here’s what I do to understand opportunities for improvement and awareness of 

current trends in the market:

• Study of competitors image - content, website, social media, ads, articles, brochures, etc.

• Meeting with agencies and vendors to learn what are the activities conducted by the 

competitors.

• Talking with channel partners, sales team and customers to get firsthand insights on          

what’s happening. 



DELIVERY GAL

The end game is always leads, conversions and improved ROIs. So I have to 

deliver.

In a nutshell, I:

• Deliver leads for project campaigns while optimizing cost per leads (CPL)

• Reducing CPL by ~70% for products between 2015 and 2018

• Over achieving in delivery of leads that are qualified for the project and fit the 

defined TG



THIS IS  THE THANK YOU 

SLIDE ☺

Yay! You’re done. 

A big thank you for going through my presentation. 

If you haven’t yet checked my portfolio here’s the link: 

https://daspreeti2000.wixsite.com/preetiportfolio

And my blog is: https://www.thepreetieffect.com/

If you have checked them out, thanks again.

To get in touch, here are my co-ordinates: 

daspreeti2000@gmail.com

+91-9867302063

https://daspreeti2000.wixsite.com/preetiportfolio
https://www.thepreetieffect.com/
mailto:daspreeti2000@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/preetit/

